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The perfect book for fall!What happens when a town has an accidental abundance of pumpkins?

What do JosÃ© and his well-intentioned brothers do with a mountain of pumpkins? An EXPLOSION

of pumpkins? Step into Pumpkin Town and see!As a teacher, Katie McKy saw many children make

mistakes. She also saw many children want to make their wrongs right.As a gardener, Katie once

planted too many pumpkin seeds. She was that a good thing can be a bad thing when the vines

start to grow every which way.
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I love everything about this book - the enchanting, precise storytelling; the wacky, colorful art; and

the gentle (i.e. NOT heavy-handed) message about conservation and actions equalling

consequences. Katie McKy's story and Pablo Bernasconi's artwork were meant to storytell together.

A fun romp from start to finish.

Let me list the things I love about it: the story; the illustrations; the way it reads aloud for

pre-readers; its suitability for reading kids; and the rich possibilities for talking with more advanced

kids about some Big Ideas sure to come out of this tale of delicious dilemmas.



Subtitled: Or, Nothing Is Better and Worse Than PumpkinsPumpkin Town! is a lively tale of brothers

who grow pumpkins for a living. They unknowingly scatter seeds on a neighboring town causing an

avalanche of pumpkins to grow. Though their actions were unintentional, the brothers take

responsibility for the mountain of pumpkins that has overrun the town.They harvest all the pumpkins

and clean up the vines to bring in a tidy profit for the town. The townspeople are so overjoyed that

they reward the brothers with large, sweet watermelons. The open ending encourages young

readers to speculate on what will happen during the next growing season.Pumpkin Town! is a

delightful story of values that honors the reader's ability to draw conclusions for themselves. While

many children's books offer a "knock you over the head" moral, this story subtly guides the reader to

discover the values of taking responsibility and having a strong work ethic. The lyrical language and

bright pages keep even the most distractible children entertained. The illustrations, a colorful and

creative mix of paste paper, photographs, fabrics, and computer imaging provide a rich visual

texture to the story.Pumpkin Town! is recommended for ages 4-8. For the younger set, it is a funny

tale to be enjoyed. For slightly older children, it can serve as a springboard to develop the logical

skill of cause and effect as well as a fun creative writing "what happens next" project.Armchair

Interviews says: Children can draw their own conclusions.

What a delightful story. The words flow from beginning to end. I was very impressed with the

unusual visual ending. When you finish the story, not before, remove the book sleeve and the art on

the cover produces a sense of de ja vous. A perfect story for young readers and for even younger

listeners.Sylvia Mirisola

We love this book! After repeatedly checking it out from the library every fall, I finally decided it

needed to be part of our family collection. My now 4 1/2 year old absolutely loves it and even my 15

month old has started to sit through it! Perfect fall/harvest story (especially for schools or families

who might not emphasize Halloween as the holiday is never mentioned) for young readers and

read-alouds!

Pumpkin Town! Or, Nothing Is Better and Worse Than PumpkinsJose and his four brothers live on a

farm with their father, where they grow pumpkins. After each harvest, they send most of their crop

off to market but save the best pumpkins for their seeds. Among those, they choose only the best

seeds for planting and toss the rest away. But one fall day a gusty wind carries those seeds onto a



nearby town, and come spring the entire town is overrun with pumpkins. When Jose and his

brothers arrive in town, they realize that the bumper crop is their fault and they must do what they

can to set things right.Pumpkin Town is a quirky and fun tale, made more so by Pablo Bernasconi's

unusual illustrations. The collage style and distorted proportions add a fanciful touch to the story,

and are sure to catch a child's interest. Despite the humorous storyline, Pumpkin Town incorporates

lessons on taking responsibility for our errors, on the value of gratitude and gifts, and even on

ecological responsibility. Children will read or listen to this story without even realizing the ethical

lessons that it is imparting, which is one of the great accomplishments of children's literature.

My Review: Jose and his family grew pumpkins. And during fall season, Jose and his family would

gather all the pumpkins for sale but saved the biggest and brightest seeds and the small and duller

seeds are tossed at the edge of the field. But the discarded seeds were blown away by the wind in

to the next town. The neighbors woke up to find out that the pumpkins have grown all over the town

making it hard for the people to walk.When Jose and his brothers arrived at the town one day they

saw that it was covered in pumpkins. They knew they were responsible and they set about to put

things right.I love that the story teaches us about responsibilities and that when you know you are at

fault for your action and do something to resolve the problem the reward is not only gratitude but

there might be a gift. The distorted proportions of the illustration are sure to catch a child's interest in

the book. I high recommend this book.FTC Disclosure: I received a review copy of this book from

the author in exchange for a fair and honest review. I was not monetarily compensated for my

opinion in any way.
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